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Abstract

Invariant mass reconstruction of H → bb̄ events presents a promis-
ing avenue for Higgs boson detection, but significant challenges pre-
vent b reconstruction from yielding optimal Higgs mass resolution,
including high b jet background and B meson fragmentation. We ex-
amine the final decay products of Higgs daughter B mesons and classify
jets based on how well the particle momenta can be reconstructed in
the CMS detector. We also develop and evaluate several methods of
Higgs mass reconstruction based on Particle Flow jet momentum and
B meson momentum corrected for fragmentation that occurs during
hadronization. These methods can improve Higgs invariant mass re-
construction from H → bb̄ by up to ≈ 6% and mass resolution by up
to ≈ 25% compared to reconstruction from PF Jets.

1 Introduction to Higgs Physics

The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) is one of the most successful

theories in modern physics, with its predictions confirmed to astonishing ac-

curacy over the past few decades. Though several unexplained phenomena
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(for example, neutrino mass and flavor oscillation and the abundance of mat-

ter observed in the universe as opposed to antimatter) lead us to suspect that

the SM may be only a low energy effective theory, it has had great success in

reducing what appeared to be an enormous “zoo” of particles down to combi-

nations of six quarks and six leptons, with the three non-gravity fundamental

forces governed by four bosons (Fig. 1). All subatomic particles predicted

by the SM have been found in collider experiments with one notable excep-

tion: the Higgs boson, postulated to be responsible for breaking electroweak

symmetry and giving other particles mass, has eluded detection through a

series of collider experiments with ever-increasing energy and sensitivity.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located near Geneva, Switzerland rep-

resents a large step forward in collider physics, and has both the energy and

luminosity required to copiously produce any version of the Higgs currently

posited. The Higgs decays virtually instantly into other particles, so compli-

cated hardware and software are required to reconstruct it from its daughter

decay particles. The branching fraction of each decay channel is given in Fig.

2.

One of the interesting decay channels for detecting the Higgs is the H →

bb̄ mode, in which the Higgs decays to a bottom quark (b)-anti bottom quark

(b̄) pair. As shown in Fig. 2, this is the most common decay for Higgs masses

below about 135 GeV, where we work in units such that the speed of light

c = 1. Based on previous experiments, the Higgs mass is believed to be

between 114.5 GeV and 1 TeV, with some regions in this range excluded [3].
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Figure 1: The experimentally confirmed particles predicted by the Standard
Model. All known matter is made up of Fermions (columns I–III) with the
bosons acting as force carriers for the electromagnetic force (γ), strong force
(g) and weak force (Z0 and W±). The Standard Model does not account for
gravity. (Image Source: [1]).
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Figure 2: Branching ratios of Higgs decay modes as a function of Higgs mass.
(Image source: [2]). H → bb̄ is the dominant mode below ≈ 135 GeV, and
remains significant up to ≈ 160 GeV.
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However, reconstructing H → bb̄ events is tricky. Unlike other major decay

modes, which mostly contain easily-measured leptons and photons in their

final decay products, bottom quarks decay into hadron jets which are quite

messy.

Hadronization of free quarks is too complicated a topic for this review,

but an intuitive picture is as follows: the strong force governing quark inter-

actions does not decrease with distance like gravity or the electromagnetic

force, so free quarks moving apart build up enormous energy between them.

One can imagine “ropes” of gluons between the quarks stretching as they pull

apart. Eventually the ropes will snap, releasing the energy stored in them.

To give the ropes closed ends while conserving charge and other quantities,

this energy creates a quark-antiquark pair from vacuum, creating a meson (a

quark antiquark pair) and a free quark which undergoes the same hadroniza-

tion process again, as the meson travels some distance before decaying into

other particles [9].

These multiple decays create a “jet” of daughter particles that hit the de-

tector in a tight cone. By conservation of momentum and energy, this cone

must contain the initial quark’s entire four-momentum. The two quarks’

jets then contain the invariant mass of the Higgs boson, and in principle we

can detect the Higgs by reconstructing its mass from these jets. Mesons can

also be reconstructed from detector data, giving another avenue for Higgs

reconstruction. Both methods have practical problems. Due to the highly

fragmented nature of hadron collider physics, the B jet background will be
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orders of magnitude larger than the Higgs signal [4]. Fragmentation dur-

ing the decay process further complicates reconstruction and degrades Higgs

mass resolution. This study examines methods for improving Higgs recon-

struction from H → bb̄ at the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), one of two

large multipurpose detectors at LHC.

Due to the complex nature of interactions in the detector, extensive sim-

ulations were run to characterize our results. We used the PYTHIA software

package [6, 7] to model the physics of the particle interactions in the experi-

ment. PYTHIA uses Monte Carlo methods that simulate processes too com-

plex to solve analytically by using random number generators to pick results

out of well known probability distributions and assembling them into a real-

istic result. These data were then fed into high quality detector simulations

that allow us to compare the “Monte Carlo truth” (i.e. the simulated particle

properties at each step in the event) to the detector output we would have

in a real experiment. We can use this comparison to find improved methods

of Higgs reconstruction.

2 Simulation Samples and Selection

83,248 vector boson associated 115 GeVH → bb̄ events (Fig. 3) were run with

PYTHIA and analyzed with software packages maintained by the University

of Florida and custom C++ code written by the authors. RECO particle

flow (PF) jets [10] were selected with a B Jet tagging algorithm [8] to have
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Figure 3: Vector boson associated Higgs production, the production mode
simulated for this study. (Image source: [5])

btag > 1.19, |η| < 2.5 and pT > 30 GeV [10]. 53,382 events passed these

cuts. Higgs daughter b quarks were selected and matched to B-tagged PF

jets and B mesons (B±, B0, BS and ΛB) by Monte Carlo truth. A quark is

considered matched to an object when the distance between their momentum

vectors ∆R < 0.3, with

∆R =
√

(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2, (1)

where η is the pseudorapidity η = − log
(
tan θ

2

)
. Should multiple objects

pass the cut, the object with the lowest ∆R is considered the best match.

Monte Carlo truth was used to find the final state decay products of the

B mesons. This allows us to characterize decays according to the final state

particles. Jet categories are defined as in Table 1. Categories are ranked by

the amount of B meson information contained in the jet. Charged hadron

momentum can be reconstructed to better than 1% in the detector’s track-

ing hardware. Neutral hadrons, photons and leptons can be reconstructed to

with less precision. Semi-leptonic decays present a problem because they pro-
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Table 1: Final product categories used in this study, in descending order by
quality (also shown in Fig. (4)). A jet in a “bad” category may contain any
final particles from any “better” category. All τ decayed before entering the
detector, so category 9 contained no jets.

Category Contents Fraction of Jets
1 Fully charged hadronic (p±, π±, K±) ≈ 1.1%
2 Charged hadronic + K0

S ≈ 0.8%
3 Charged hadronic + γ ≈ 22.6%
4 Charged hadronic +K0

S + γ ≈ 11.6%
5 Lepton pair (no associated ν) ≈ 1.9%
6 Neutral hadrons (n,K0

L) ≈ 21.6%
7 Single e∓ with associated νe± ≈ 13.6%
8 Single µ∓ with associated νµ± ≈ 14.7%
9 Single τ∓ with associated ντ± ≈ 0.0%
10 Multiple leptons (with associated ν) ≈ 3.4%
11 Rare hadrons ≈ 8.6%

duce associated neutrinos that escape the detector completely and can only

be accounted for on average. Reconstruction of B meson invariant mass from

Monte Carlo truth final state daughters served as a check on our algorithms.

3 Jet Categorization

The B Jet branching ratios given in Table 1 and Fig. 4 indicate the difficulty

of accurate Higgs reconstruction from PF jets. We expect that categories 1–5

will allow easy and accurate reconstruction, while the difficult (n,K0
L) or im-

possible (ν) to measure particles in categories 6–11 will require more sophis-
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Figure 4: Fraction of jets in each category given in Table 1.

ticated methods. The listed branching ratios indicate the fraction of H → bb̄

events for which accurate mass reconstruction is easily done. Categories 1–5

total approximately 38% of jets, so highly accurate Higgs reconstruction is

possible for roughly 14% of H → bb̄ events. Events with semileptonic decays

can typically be reconstructed to about 10% accuracy [11].

Several interesting properties may also be studied as a function of jet

category. The transverse momentum resolution σpT of a jet (Fig. 5) is given

by

σpT =
pjT − pbT
pbT

(2)

where pjT and pbT are respectively the transverse momentum of a matched jet

and quark. σpT is a measure of how well measured jet momentum reflects true
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quark momentum. Lower categories tend to have mean values significantly

closer to 0, as we desire.

∆R expressed as a function of jet category is interesting as an indication

of how well the particles in a jet are grouped together, and therefore how

well they can be grouped together into a jet without missing jet particles but

avoiding contamination by background particles. Using Monte Carlo truth,

we can find the size of the ∆R cone required to include 99% of particles in

a jet. Results are given in Table 2. Further simulation with a realistic back-

ground is required to study the erroneous inclusion of background objects in

the cone.

The detector’s efficiency for charged particle reconstruction degrades be-

low a momentum of about 500 MeV. For a jet to be measured accurately, all

constituent particles must pass this threshold. Fig. 6 shows pT for the lowest

pT particle in each jet, and indicates that for categories above 2, particles

will be omitted from a substantial fraction of jets. Table 3 gives the fraction

of particles that will survive the threshold, and again many particles will not

be detected. However, as Fig. 7 shows by the typical example of category

3, the low-pT particles will typically be uncharged, and therefore likely soft

photons that contain little energy and require at most a small correction.

Fig. 8 shows the fraction of energy lost to low-pT particles. Fewer than half

of all mesons lose more that 0.3% of their total energy to these particles, and

less than 1% lose more than 2% of their total energy.
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Figure 5: Resolution by category with Gaussian fit parameters shown.
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Table 2: Size of cone required for 99 and 95% of jets to contain all B meson
decay particles within ∆R of the jet axis, as a function of jet category as
defined in Table 1.

∆R required to contain 99% ∆R required to contain 95%
Category of meson daughters (±0.005) of meson daughters (±0.005)
1 0.515 0.355
2 0.525 0.345
3 0.585 0.395
4 0.565 0.375
5 0.585 0.395
6 0.565 0.365
7 0.565 0.375
8 0.565 0.375
9 - -
10 0.575 0.375
11 0.565 0.355
Mix 0.575 0.375
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Figure 6: pT for the particle with least pT in each jet. A significant portion
of jets in Categories 3–11 contain particles that will not pass pT thresholds,
but these particles will typically be soft photons that will not contribute
significantly to measured jet invariant mass, as shown by example in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Minimum particle pT vs. minimum charged particle pT for jets in
category 3 (typical of categories > 2). Lower uncharged particle pT indicates
the presence of soft photons whose loss will require at most a small correction
to total jet mass.

Table 3: Fraction of meson decays whose lowest pT particle will survive the
detector’s poor efficiency below 0.5 GeV, as a function of the categories given
in Table 1. Many jets contain particles that will not pass.

Category Approximate fraction Approximate fraction
with pT ≥ 1 GeV/c with pT ≥ 0.5 GeV/c

1 62.3% 86.7%
2 65.0% 84.4%
3 62.0% 85.1%
4 65.3% 87.5%
5 18.5% 35.8%
6 68.6% 88.8%
7 71.3% 88.9%
8 73.3% 90.5%
9 - -
10 66.2% 79.8%
11 68.8% 87.9%
Mix 66.7% 86.6%
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Figure 8: Fraction of energy contained in particles with pT < 0.5 GeV. Very
little total meson energy will be lost to these poorly detected particles.
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4 Higgs Mass Reconstruction from B Jets

Higgs mass reconstruction from B Jets is hindered by fragmentation effects

that cause most B mesons to be produced with lower momentum than their

mother b quarks, as shown in Fig. 9, known as the Peterson Fragmenta-

tion Function [12]. Even with perfect B meson momentum reconstruction,

this broad distribution prevents accurate reconstruction of quark momen-

tum, giving poorly resolved Higgs invariant mass when reconstructed näıvely

from jet momenta (the black dotted curve in Fig. 12) or B mesons.

Fig. 9 suggests an approach to this problem. A correction factor

K ≡ pBT
pbT

(3)

can be used to correct measured meson momentum to better reflect the

original quark momentum. We fitted the Peterson Fragmentation Function

to the Landau distribution

L(x) =
1

π

∫ ∞
0

e−t log t−xt sin (πt) dt, (4)

where x = 1−
(
pBT /p

b
T

)
(Fig 9). The best value of Kc is then taken to be the

value for which L(x) is maximized, K ≈ 0.83 in our study. The Higgs invari-

ant mass was then recalculated from Monte Carlo truth B meson momenta

corrected by Kc (the magenta curve in Fig. 12), giving a small improvement

in both most probable invariant mass value and in mass resolution.
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Figure 9: Peterson Fragmentation Function showing pBT /p
b
T , generated with

Monte Carlo Truth. The distribution’s long tail prevents accurate quark
and Higgs reconstruction even with perfect meson reconstruction. Fit is the
Landau distribution (Eq. (4))of (1 − x) with µ ≈ 0.19, σ ≈ 0.082, with a
maximum at x ≈ 0.828.
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Further improvements in Higgs mass resolution can be gained by combin-

ing pseudoindependent momentum measurements. Fig. 10 shows that the

uncertainties in quark mass calculation from jets and mesons are somewhat

independent, allowing Higgs invariant mass to be calculated with a simple

unweighted average of Kc corrected meson momenta and jet momenta (green

curve in Fig. 12), such that the effective quark four-momentum used to cal-

culate Higgs mass was given by

Peff =
PB
Kc

+ Pj

2
. (5)

Though the most probable Higgs mass found by this method is not as close

to the Monte Carlo truth value of 115 GeV as was found with the combina-

tion method above, a nontrivial narrowing of the invariant mass peak was

observed.

However, both these methods fail for highly fragmented mesons, which

comprise a significant number of events in the tail of the Peterson function.

To eliminate the long low-mass tail in the distribution, we must treat highly

fragmented mesons differently. Fig. 11 shows the correlation between Kc

and the meson/jet momentum ratio ε ≡ pBT /p
j
T . Leveraging the information

content in that correlation, ε can be used to adjust reconstruction methods

on the fly for better Higgs mass calculation.

The Kc correction method fails for mesons where pBT /p
b
T is small, which

corresponds roughly to ε < 0.7. Below this, jet momentum is a better indi-
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Figure 10: The error in jet and B meson approximations of b quark momen-
tum. The errors are uncorrelated, so the measurements can be combined for
better Higgs reconstruction.
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Figure 11: Dependence of Kc on meson/jet pT ratio ε. The demonstrated
correlation (correlation factor of 0.67) allows methods to be changed on an
event by event basis for better Higgs mass reconstruction.
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cator of quark momentum, and should be used instead of meson momentum.

The red curve in Fig. 12 was generated with this Higgs mass reconstruction

scheme, and demonstrates significant improvement over the Kc correction

method in expected Higgs mass value and Higgs mass resolution.

Fig. 11 suggests the existence of a well defined functional dependence of

K on ε, and that the most accurate quark momentum reconstruction would

take advantage of this dependence. By fitting a curve to the most probable

value of K at each ε, we found a sliding correction factor Ks to be well

modeled by the piecewise defined function

Ks =

 0.9ε+ 0.04 ε < 0.9

0.87 ε ≥ 0.9
. (6)

Higgs boson invariant mass reconstructed from meson momenta corrected by

Ks is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 12. This method gives a most prob-

able invariant mass value in good agreement with Monte Carlo Truth while

maintaining a narrow resolution. Because improvement is seen in both peak

position and resolution, we believe this improvement to be the product of

physics rather than a numerical artifact. However, a detailed understanding

of the source of information content for this improvement is not yet under-

stood and will require further study matching particles to detector tracks.

Fig. 12 shows data and fits for all methods expanded and overlayed for

comparison. It is clear from this comparison that the combination and sliding

correction methods have the most accurate peak values and the best resolu-
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Figure 12: Higgs reconstruction data and fits for all methods and for näıve
PF Jet reconstruction (dotted black curve). Monte Carlo truth higgs mass
is shown as the dotted line at 115 GeV/c2

tion. The sliding correction method’s shorter distribution tails recommend

it as the best Higgs reconstruction algorithms among the methods described

here. Higgs Mass reconstruction quality can be quantified by the parameters

of a fit to the two-Gaussian function

G(m) =
N1√
2πσ2

1

e
− (m−µ1)

2

2σ21 +
N2√
2πσ2

2

e
− (m−µ2)

2

2σ22 (7)
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Table 4: Fit parameters for the Higgs mass reconstruction methods described
here. In combination with Fig. 12, these data make clear that the combina-
tion and sliding correction methods give the best Higgs mass reconstruction.
We consider the KS method somewhat superior for its narrower central peak
and suppressed low-mass tail.

Method N1 µ1 σ1 N2 µ2 σ2
PF Jet 19800 108 12.5 747 82 8.4
KC 12600 112 12.2 9840 93 19.0
Averaging 6460 110 7.9 14600 103 14
Combination 12200 114 9.6 8430 99 14.3
KS 9010 117 8.4 11700 116 15.1

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of each Gaussian and

N1 and N2 are the occupancies of each distribution. Then distribution 1

represents the central peak of the Higgs mass spectrum and distribution 2

represents the distribution’s long tails on either side. µ1 gives the accuracy

of the reconstructed Higgs mass, σ1 gives its precision, and N1

N1+N2
gives the

significance of the (undesirable) tails of the distribution (with a large value

desirable). Fit parameters for each method are given in Table 4. From these

parameters it is clear that the combination and sliding correction methods

show improvement over all other methods examined.

5 Conclusions

We have investigated the properties of H → bb̄ B hadron decays. We par-

ticularly focus on the possibility of using reconstructed B meson momenta
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to improve b quark momentum reconstruction and thus improve the resolu-

tion of Higgs mass measurements. Excellent Higgs mass resolution allows us

to separate the Higgs signal from the continuous background of bb̄ decays,

making it easier to observe the Higgs and study its properties. We find that

the fraction of fully hadronic B meson decays, in which the full momentum

of the B meson is reconstructed in the tracker, is too small (≈ 2%) for a

method relying only on such decays to materially impact H → bb̄ studies.

More promising are decays which involve charged hadrons and also allow

photons and K0
S in the final state (≈ 40%).The semileptonic B meson decay

fraction was found to be ≈ 30%, and these mesons require separate treat-

ment because of the escaping neutrino, which is not accounted for even by

the existing particle flow algorithms.

We further find that the particle flow jet momentum can be used to seed

B meson reconstruction, since 95% (99%) of all B meson daughter particles

can be found within ∆R < 0.375 (0.575). The final state charged particles

appear to have sufficient momentum to be reconstructed in the tracker, 86.6

(66.7) % are above 0.5 (1.0) GeV/c, while the photons tend to be softer. We

show that this is not a significant problem for B meson momentum recon-

struction. Finally, we evaluated several methods for improving the B meson

momentum, and found two that give significant improvements in Higgs mass

reconstruction quality: directly combining a scaled B meson momentum with

the momentum predicted by the particle flow algorithm, and using the B

meson momentum to compute an effective correction of the particle flow mo-
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mentum (dynamic correction factor KS). We find that both methods, when

applied based on Monte Carlo truth information, improve the Higgs mass

resolution. In particular, the Dynamic KS factor method outperforms näıve

PF jet reconstruction by around 5% in Higgs mass prediction and around

25% in Higgs mass resolution. This initial study needs to be followed up

with a dedicated study using information from full GEANT simulation in or-

der to evaluate if possible correlations between B meson momentum and PF

momentum due to use of the same underlying objects (tracks and photons)

will significantly reduce this improvement. Another topic for study is devel-

oping reconstruction algorithms which will efficiently reconstruct B mesons

around PF jets while keeping combinatorial backgrounds under control.
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